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SURFACES SELECTIVIES CERMETS. 

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CERMET MATERIALS 

C.G. Granqvist 

P h y s i c s  D e p a r t m e n t ,  C h a l m e r s  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  T e c h n o l o g y ,  S-412 96 G o t h e n b u r g ,  
S w e d e n .  

Abstract.- Cermet films can show a spectral selectivity which 
makes them well suited for efficient photothermal conversion of 
solar energy. Sufficieritly fine-grained materials can be theore- 
tically understood from effective medium theories. Two formula- 
tions apply depending on the microstructure topology ; the Max- 
well Garnett theory is valid for metallic particles embedded in 
an insulating host, whereas the Bruggeman theory holds for a 
random mixture of metallic and insulating particles. We discuss 
extensions to treat size dependent electron scattering, shape 
and orientation effects, and the role of local aggregation. The 
theories are applied to several types of cermets : discontinuous 
metal films, gas evaporated coatings, coevaporated and cosputte- 
red layers, electrodeposited films, and electrolytically and 
integrally coloured anodic aluminium oxide coatings. Successes 
and failures of the theoretical models are discussed and remain- 
ing uncertainties are pointed out. One general conclusion is 
that effective medium theories are very useful for understanding 
the optical properties both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
Another general result is that lack of sufficiently accurate 
sample characterization is still hampering further progress for 
several types of technologically interesting cermets. 

1. Introduction.- Cermets are fine-grained mixtures of metallic and in- 

sulating components. The optical properties of such materials have been 

studied for many years, but their importance for selective absorption 

of solar energy has led to a greatly increased interest recently /I/. 

This paperdiscusses results for several different kinds of metal-insula- 

tor mixtures. Some of these are "model systems", being laboratory ana- 

logues of practically useful materials, whereas others are fully deve- 

loped solar absorbers. The paper is not a complete review of the field 

but rather a number of selected examples. Most of these are connected 

with work carried out at Chalmers University of Technology. 

Figure 1 provides a starting point for discussing selective absorption 

of solar energy. The solid curve in part (b) shows a typical solar spec- 

trum, which is seen to be confined to the wavelength interval 0.3 j X 

< 2 pm. The dashed curves to the right represent the emitted black-body 
radiation for surfaces at the stated temperatures. The negligible over- 
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lap between the solar and thermal spectra makes it possible to design 

surfaces capable of absorbing most of the solar radiation by having low 
reflectance at X 5 2 um while at the same time minimizing radiative los- 

ses by having low emissivity, i-e., h a  reflectance, at X 2 2 vm /2,3/. 

The desired steplike reflectance profile can be obtained by applying 

films which absorb at A 5 2 pm but are transparent elsewhere onto highly 
conducting substrates. Several different types of such coatings are con- 

ceivable ; the most useful ones seem to be comprised of cermets. Two 

examples are shown in figure la. The dotted curve stems from coevapora- 

ted Ni and A1203 deposited onto silver. The data are taken from the work 

by Craighead and Buhrman /4/. Similar results have been reported also 

by others /5,6/. The solid curve, which practically overlaps the dotted 

one, was obtained for our Ni pigmented anodic A1203 films /7/ to be dis- 

cussed in more detail later in this paper. The latter type of coatings 

are presently being used on flat-plate collectors for photothermal con- 

version of solar energy. 
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0 - \ - 
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P : 
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Fig.14- Part (a) shows a typical spectral reflectancecurvefor 
the Ni pigmented anodized A1 surfaces to be discussed below, 
together with a curve for a coevaporated Ni-A1203 cermet as 
taken from a report by Craighead and Buhrman (C-B). The so- 
lid curve in part (b) depicts the solar spectrum AM2 refer- 
ring to typical clear weather conditions and the sun stan- 
ding 30' above the horizon. The dashed curves show blackbo- 
dy radiation spectra for three temperatures. 

The optical properties of the cermets can be treated in terms of effec- 

tive medium theories, as discussed in section 2. The basic formulations 

outlined there are then applied to a number of metal-insulator systems, 



starting from the simpler and less applied ones and going towards more 

complex but also more practically useful systems. We cover briefly dis- 

continuous gold films (Sec. 3), gas evaporated coatings of various me- 

tals(Sec. 4 ) ,  codeposited films (Sec. 5 ) ,  electrodeposited layers (Sec. 

6), and electrolytically and integrally coloured anodic A1203 films on 

A1 sheet (Sec. 7). The paper is concluded in section 8 by a summary and 

some remarks. 

2. Outline of effective medium theories.- The metallic particles in the 

cermets are normally very small. The cermets are also fairly homogene- 

ous on the scale of the relevant light wavelengths. These facts make 

effective medium theories applicable. Two different types of theories 

have become popular ; these are usually ascribed to J.C.M. Garnett /8/ 

(known as "the Maxwell Garnett theory") and to D.A.G. Bruggeman /9/. The 

theories can be obtained from a unified conceptual framework by consi- 

dering the scattering from properly defined random unit cells. For the 

Maxwell Garnett (MG) theory, this is the metallic sphere surrounded by 

a concentric insulator shell. The relative volumes of the two components 

correspond to the overall volume fraction in the two-phase cermet /lo-12/ 

Requiring now that first order scattering off this unit cell shall va- 

nish gives the wellknown equation 

where E MG is the average dielectric permeability, E is the dielectric 
permeability of the metallic particles, ern refers to the insulating me- 
dium, and f is the volume fraction occupied by particles (the "filling 

factor"). The Bruggeman (Br) theory can be obtained analogously from a 

random unit cell being a single sphere which has a probability f of 

being metallic and a probability 1-f of being insulating. Requiring, 

again, that first order scattering shall vanish /13,14/ leads to 

Br - Br - 
E - E  

E - E  

Br + (1-f) Br = 0 

E + 2E  E + 2E m 

Neither the Maxwell Garnett nor the Bruggeman theories, derived accor- 

ding to the above schemes, are confined to small filling factor. It is 

important to note, though, that equations (1) and (2) pertain to total- 

ly different microstructures : the Maxwell Garnett theory holds for 

particles in a continuous host, while the Bruggeman theory applies to 

a random mixture of conducting and insulating spheres. Therefore only 
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the Bruggeman formalism predicts a percolation threshold. The scatte- 

ring approach is also suitable for assessing higher order corrections 

to the two effective medium theories. 

Equations (1) and (2) are often too simple to be directly applicable to 

experimental samples, which may be characterized by size dependent di- 

electric permeabilities, non-spherical particle shapes, preferred orien- 

tation of elongated grains, and strong aggregation effects. All of the- 

se can be incorporated to some extent in the effective medium theories 

-at least when the filling factor is not too large- by a largely intui- 

tive reasoning. To this end we rewrite the above equations to read 

and 

1 1 - f + -  fa' Br 3 
E = Em I 

2 1 - f - -  fa' 

- Br 
a' = E - E  

-Br - Br 
E + - ( E - E  ) 3 

The self-consistent nature of the Bruggeman theory is apparent. It is 

also observed that a is proportional to the polarizability of a sphere 
1 (whose depolarization factor is 3 ) .  

A size dependence in the dielectric permeability of the particles can 

be accounted for by the substitutions E + cj,a + a ,fa + Cf.a and si- 
j J th 

milarly for a'. The subscript denotes particles belonging to the j 

column in a size histogram (centred at diameter x.) and the f 's are 
I j 

fractional filling factors normalized by Cf = f. The size dependence 
j 

now enters via E which is composed of cantributions from free elec- 
j 

trons (Drude theory) and from bound electrons. The latter relate to the 

bandstructure, which is not expected to change much in particles with 

diameters larger than, say, 3 nm. The Drude part, though, contains an 

electron lifetime which is a direct measure of the mean free path bet- 

ween scattering events. An altered scattering time can be incorporated 

by writing 



Drude Drude I Ej(w) = E 
expt (w) - 'expt (w) + E 

j 
(w) 

.Drude (a) = 1 - WP 
expt w (w+i/Tb) 

where E expt (w) is the experimentally determined dielectric function for 

the bulk materia1,nwis the photon energy, -fiw is the plasma energy, 
P 

-cb is the mean lifetime for bulk scattering, and T is the mean life- 
j 

time for scattering of electrons in the fine particles. -c can be ex- 
j 

pressed as 

where vF is the Fermi velocity, and R is the mean free path, which, in 
j 

its turn, depends on the type of scattering. If diffuse boundary scat- 

tering is dominating one can show that /15/ R = xj/2, whereas a shorter 
j 

distance is valid if defect scattering is important /16/. Thus the di- 

electric permeability of the particles is related to the size distribu- 

tion, which often can be accurately, represented by a log-normal curve 

/17/. This is governed by two parameters, the median size and the geo- 

metric standard deviation, both of which can be obtained by plotting the 

cumulative distribution on log-probability paper /17/. 

Non-spherical particle shapes can be treated by replacing the ex- 

pressions for a and a! by others which relate to the polarizability of 
j I 

the actual shape. A general expression for ellipsoidal grains is /18/ 

and analogously for a' Here L denotes the appropriate depolariza- 
j' j 

tion factors and q takes on different values depending on the orienta- 

tion of the particles. Simple expressions are valid for spheroids. The- 

se are specified by the axes a > b. > c With the convention that 
j I j' 

L < L (2) ,< L .  ( 3 ) ,  we find for prolate (P) and oblate (0) sphe- 
j j I 
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Table I. - Parameters q and Lj (i) in equation (11) for different shapes 
and orientations of spheroidal particles. 

roids and normally incident light the quantities listed in table I, 

where the depolarization factors are given by /19/ 

and 
L (3) = - 3 - 1 

(e jo + ejO ) (e. - asctan e. ) r 
j 0 10 10 

(i) 
j 

1 - 
3 

(1); (2) ; LjP (3) 
jp j p 

(1). (2) 
jp L j ~  

(3) 
jp 

L. (1); (2); (3) 
10 j 0 j 0 

(2). (3 
j0 L j ~  

(1) 
j 0 

9 

1 

- 1 
3 

1 - 
2 

1 

1 - 
3 

- 1 
2 

1 

Shape 

Sphere 

Prolate 
spheroid 

Oblate 
spheroid 

Orientation 

- 

Random 

a I 1 surface, 
j 

otherwise random 

a Lsurface 
j 

Random 

c 1 1 surface, 
j 

otherwise random 

c. 1 surface 
7 



The cube-shaped particle can be described by /20/ 

where only six pairs of Ci and need to be considered. These num- 

bers are listed in table 11. 

Table 11.- Parameters Ci and LC (i) in equation (18) for cube-shaped 
particles. 

It is of interest to study also non-homogeneous particles. For spheri- 

cal metallic shells surrounding a core with dielectric permeability cc 

one obtains /21/ 

where R is the ratio between the volumes of the outer and inner sphere 
j 

for size j. Metallic cores surrounded by a dielectric shell can be trea- 

ted by making the replacements E + E and + E.. It is possible to 
j c I 

make computations also for confocal spheroids. For metallic cores and 

random orientation one can show that /22, 23/ 

( E ~ - E ~ )  E ~ +  (E . -EC) (I. ('1  in-^ .L . (i) [ =.; 
i) out 

[ 
X 

j 3 i=l E ~ + ( E ~ - E ~ )  (Lj (i) in-R .L 
1 j( 1 
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where L (i)in and (i)Out refer to the inner and outer spheroid. Other 
j j 

orientations can be treated in analogy with the results in table I. 

Pronounced aggregation of spherical particles is found experimentally 

particularly for gas evaporated samples. Local field effects, which are 

strong within the clusters, can be accounted for approximately by using 

results by Clippe et al. /24/ who considered non-retarded dipole-dipole 

coupling among certain geometrically well defined aggregates. Their re- 

sults can be obtained by replacing the geometrical depolarization fac- 

tor by a triplet of effective depolarization factors L (i)* in the ex- 

pression for a This quantity should then be written /25/ 
j' 

E.. - E 
a 2; m 

j 3 i=l 
'm + L(~)* ( c j  - &,,,I 

The pertinent values of the effective depolarization factors are found 

in table I11 for a number of interesting aggregates. 

Table 111,- Effective depolarization factors in equation (21) for seve- 
ral geometrical configurations of aggregated spheres. 

3. Discontinuous films.- Extremely thin layers of metal deposited onto 

non-conducting substrates are not continuous but consist of discrete 

islands. The optical properties of such discontinuous films are quali- 

tatively different from those of the continuous layers as illustrated 

in figure 2. The solid curve shows a transmittance spectrum measured 

for a discontinuous gold film with average thickness 3.0 nm.A minimum 

is found at A - 0.65 vm. A thicker continuous film, on the other hand, 
yields that the transmittance is enhanced as one goes towards shorter 

wavelengths, which is expected from the Drude theory, until interband 

absorption cuts down the transmittance at A s 0.5 vm. For comparison, 
figure 2 contains a curve for gas evaporated gold particles also ; this 

Geometrical 
configuration 

Single sphere 

Double sphere 

Single strand chain 

Double strand chain 

fcc lattice 

Equivalent depolarization factor 
.(I)* L(2)* L(3)* 

1 - 
3 

0.250 

0.133 

0.139 

0.0865 

1 - 
3 

0.375 

0.435 

0.342 

0.0865 

1 - 
3 

0.375 

0.435 

0.518 

0.827 



resembles the one for discontinuous films. Thus the discontinuous films 

can display some spectral selectivity, with absorptance at short wave- 

lengths and transmittance at longer wavelengths, which motivates that 

such films are regarded in connection with solar absorbing materials. 

The selectivity is not strong enough for practical applications in the 

case of the single discontinuous films but multilayer deposits, such as 

those discussed by Zeller and Kusei/26/ can exhibit excellent optical 

properties. However, the complex fabrication excludes large scale appli- 

cations. 

. GOLD DEPOSITS:  . . . :  
I :  I 
: : I  . . : : I  - 
: : I  

DISCONTINUOUS F I L M  

+,j- ;. 1 --- 
,; :I GAS EVAP.PARTICLES 
: '-2 ........ CONTINUOUS FILM 5 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
WAVELENGTH I ~ r n l  

Fig.2.- Measured spectral transmittance for normal incidence 
onto gold deposits prepared in three different ways. Data are 
shown for a discontinuous film (average thickness 3.0 nm), 
gas evaporated particles, and for a continuous film (thick- 
ness 48 nm). Note the different vertical scales for the curves, 
as indicated by the arrows. 

Our discontinuous gold films /27/ were produced by evaporation from a 

resistively heated source onto Corning 7059 substrates under ultrahigh 

vacuum conditions while maintaining an electric field of 20 V/cm in the 

substrate plane. The substrate was kept at room temperature. The amount 

of material impinging towards the substrate was determined a cali- 

brated quartz crystal oscillator microbalance, whose reading was conver- 

ted to an effective thickness t for an ideal continuous film with bulk 

density. After aging in vacuum for more than 2 0  h, the films were trans- 

ferred to a spectrophotometer and their transmittance was measured. Sub- 

sequently, an amorphous carbon layer was deposited on top of the gold, 

the glass was dissolved in HF acid, and the free films were analysed 

by transmission electron microscopy. 

Electron micrographs for discontinuous films with four different mass 
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Fiq.3.- Transmission electron micrographs for discontinuous 
gold films with four mass thicknesses. 



thicknesses are shown in figure 3. When t is increased the average size 

of the islands as well as their irregularity is enhanced. The two-dimen- 

sional images of the islands can be represented by ellipses whose axes, 

empirically, obey log-normal distributions. Combining these data with 

-the measured number density of islands shows that an accurate model of 

the three-dimensional shape of the islands is given by prolate spheroids 

with symmetry axis along the substrate plane. Thus the electron micros- 

cope data can be used to evaluate depolarization factors for the islands. 

The final parameter needed is a mean interisland separation D which is 

obtained -somewhat arbitrarily- by determining for each island the dis- 

tances to its four nearest neighbours and associating an average island 

-to- island separation with the arithmetic mean of these lengths. The 

mode in the distribution of such average lengths is taken to be the 

mean interisland separation of the entire film. 

Figure 4 shows measured spectral transmittance for discontinuous gold 

films with several mass thicknesses. The most salient feature is a mi- 

nimumoccurringat 0.56 to 0.70 ym. The minimum shifts towards larger 

wavelengths in the thicker films at the same time as the spectral selec- 

tivity is being gradually lost. 

It has been shown convincingly by Bedaux and Vliegler /28/ that the 

Maxwell Garnett approach is adequate for a theoretical treatment of the 

optical properties of discontinuous films, provided that an "optical" 

thickness is invoked properly. A relation /28/ 

- ; < A >  t 
opt 

is appropriate, where < A >  is related to an average distance between the 

islands. The prefactor is valid for an "amorphous" distribution of is- 

lands while somewhat different factors are obtained under other condi- 

tions. The filling factor is given by : 

We computed optical data by use of empirical results for particle sizes, 

shapes, and mean separations (<A> = D) ; cexpt was obtained from Winse- 

mius's data /29/, from which weextractedilw = 8.55 eV, .R/T~ = 0.108 eV, 
-3 P and vF/c = 4.7 x 10 . Consistently, the computed transmittance was much 

l~rger than the measured one. The discrepancy cannot be ascribed to un- 

certainties in the determinations of particle size and shape, to sub- 

strate interaction, or to the formation of dielectric pellicles /27/. 
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Fig.4.- Spectral transmittance for discontinuous gold films 
with eight mass thicknesses. 

However, a reconciliation of theory and experiments can be achieved if 

the role of <A> is considered in more detail. It can be shown that this 
quantity must be weighted strongly in favour of the smallest particle 

separations. Therefore we introduce a fitting parameter Sfit by 

This sole parameter was varied to arrive at the final comparison of 

theory and experiments shown in figure 5. We used E~ = 1.2 + i 0.12 to 
allow for some interaction with the substrate as well as a weak tunnel- 

ling conductivity between the islands. The pertinent values of Sfit are 
given in figure 6 together with results for ffitE t/ttopt. The agree- 

ment between theory and experiments is seen to be excellent for t 5 3 nm, 
while the computed minima are too narrow for larger mass thicknesses. 

This is not an unexpected result, since in these films the islands look 

rather irregular so that the spheroidal approximation may break down. 

The main conclusion is that the optical properties of two-dimensional 

particulate films can be reproduced quantitatively from an effective 

medium theory. The weak spectral selectivity in the measured data can 

thus be theoretically understood. 
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Fig.5.- Spectral transmittance for 
five discontinuous gold films. So- 
lid curves denote measurements and 
circles denote computations using 
the Sfitts of figure 6. 

Fig.6.- Values of Sfit and ffit fordiscontinuous gold films 
with different thicknesses. 
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4. Gas evaporated particles.- Films comprised of gas evaporated parti- 

cles represent the next step towards a practically useful absorber of 

solar energy. These surfaces can show the desired optical properties 

but, unfortunately, they lack sufficient mechanical rigidity. Neverthe- 

less, gas evaporated films are convenient as model substances, which 

simulate the properties of a practical coating, their main virtue being 

the easy fabrication technique and the straightforward sample analysis. 

Below we discuss gas evaporated particles of gold /25/, aluminium /30/, 

chrome /31/, and nickel /32/. 

The gold particles /25/ were prepared by evaporation from a tungsten 

boat in a conventional bell jar evaporator containing 2 torr of air. 

The metal atoms, which are effused from thevapoursource, lose their 

energy rapidly through collisions with the gas atoms, so that a highly 

supersaturated state is reached from which stable clusters of metal 

atoms are produced by homogeneous nucleation. These embryonic particles 

then grow by liquid-like coalescence to form larger grains whose ulti- 

mate size is governed by experimental conditions such as evaporation 

rate, atomic or molecular weight of the gas, its pressure etc. The pre- 

sence of oxygen makes the particles electrically decoupled presumably 

by oxide formation. Soot-like particle films were collected onto glass 

substrates. Their thickness t was determined by optical microscopy and 

their mass per unit area (W/A) by weighings. The filling factor was then 

obtained from 

where p is the density of bulk gold. Electron microscope grids covered 

with amorphous carbon layers were placed close to the substrates and 

exposed to the particles simultaneously with the glass plates. Figure 7a 

shows a transmission electron micrograph. Spherical particles with ave- 

rage size around 3 nm are seen. These form complex chains and clusters. 

Such clumping is characteristic for gas evaporated specimens. Figure 7b 

reproduces an electron diffraction image of the same sample. Its main 

constituent is found to be fcc Au. One faint ring can presumably be as- 

cribed to volatile tungsten trioxide. 

Optical transmittance for normal incidence was recorded in the interval 

0.3 < X < 2.5 pm. Figure 8 shows spectral data for four samples with - - 
different masses per unit area. The most noteworthy feature is the dip 

in the transmittance at a wavelength of 0.56 to 0.60 vm. Clearly, the 

spectral selectivity inherent in these curves is in qualitative agree 

ment with that for discontinuous gold films. 



f cc  Au 03 

Fig.7.- Part (a) shows a transmission electron micrograph for 
gas evaporated gold particles. Part (b) depicts an electron 
diffractogram of the same sample. Calculated positions for the 
reflections from fcc gold and from triclinic or orthorhombic 
W03 are indicated. 
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Fig.8.- Spectral transmittance for 
gas evaporated gold films with four 
values of the mass per unit area. The 
solid curve was earlier shown in 
figure 2. 

The spectral transmittance of the particulate gold films was calculated 

from the Maxwell Garnett formalism. Empirical size distributions were 

used. The filling factors were so small that the results do not deviate 

markedly from those derived from the Bruggeman theory. With no free pa- 

rameters we obtain the dashed curve in figure 9, which lies much above 

themeasuredspectrum shown by the solid curve. This difference occurs 

because the aggregated nature of the coatings has not been included. 

This effect can be described approximately by use of the fictitious de- 

polarization factors llsted in table 111. Assuming aggregates being dou- 

ble spheres, chains, and closepacked clusters yields progressively lo- 

wer spectral transmittance, as shown in figure 9. The dash-dotted cur- 

ve pertaining to chains is found to correspond rather well with the mea- 

surements. 

- 

- 

- 

SINGLE SPHERES - 
DOUBLE SPHERES _ 
INFINITE CHAINS - 
fcc CLUSTERS - - - EXP. (t20 8) 

- 

0 ~ , , , , , , , , , , , , < , 1 , , , , 1 , ~  \/ 
0 0 5 10 15 20 

Wavelength [prn] 

Fig.9.- Spectral transmittance 
for gold particles with different 
types of aggregation. 



To obtain a final comparison of theory and experiments we considered the 

sample to be a mixture of aggregates of spheres with several well-defi- 

ned configurations. Specifically, we chose independent spheres, linear 

chains, and fcc clusters. These types of structures were documented by 

the electron micrographs. We hence required that the filling factor 

would be 

e f for independent spheres, 

Sf for chains, 
(1-5-5) f for fcc clusters, 

where 5, 5 > 0 and 5 + 3 < 1. Neither 5 nor 3 needs to represent exac- 

tly the "true" fractions of independent particles or chains, because 

we have not attempted to include any relative absorption strength for 

the different aggregates. Figure 10 shows calculated and measured trans- 

mittance spectra for two samples. With the shown percentages of the 

three kinds of aggregates, it is evident that one can bring the compu- 

tations into very good agreement with themeasurementsover the whole 

spectral range. This indicates that the optical properties of gas eva- 

porated films can be quantitatively understood from the sizes of the 

particles and their aggregation. 

100 

80 

- 
i= - 
g 60 
C 

+ - .- 
E 
40 PERCENTAGES 

k Fig.10.- Spectral transmittance 
for two films consisting of gas 

20 evaporated gold particles. Solid 
curves denote experimental data. 
Squares and circles represent 

0 calculations applying to the 
0 0 5 10 15 20 shown kinds of aggregation. 

Wavelength [,urn] 

Ultrafine aluminium particles /30/ are of interest in connection with 

integrally coloured anodic A1203 films /33, 34/ which have potential 

interest for selective absorption of solar energy /35/. We prepared such 

particles by evaporation in 3 torr of He gas to which a small amount of 

0 was introduced continuously. Particles with mean diameters of 3 to 2 
4 nm were formed. Transmittance spectra for two coatings are shown by 
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the solid curves in figure 11. 

- 
- 
- 

- 
- Fig.11.- Spectral transmittance 

1 for two films consisting of gas 
- evaporated aluminium particles. 
- Solid curves denote experimental 
data. Dashed and dotted curves 
represent calculations applying 

o 0.5 1 .O 1.5 2.0 to two different types of elec- 
Wavelength [pml tron scattering. 

Strong spectral selectivity is apparent. To understand this effect, we 

employed the Maxwell Garnett formalism. The oxide coated A1 grains were 

characterized by /36/ -Iiw = 15.2 eV, B/-rb = 0.065 eV, empirical mass 
P 

per unit area and size distribution, the same aggregation as found for 

the Au grains, E~ = 3, and 51 =0.4. The latter result for the oxide con- 

tent is consistent with electron microscopic evidence. Assuming bounda- 

ry scattering of the conduction electrons (i.e., a median mean free 

path given by ? = 0.368 x, where x is the median diameter) gives the 
dashed curves in figure 11. The structure at X s 0.85 pm, which is cau- 
sed by parallel band absorption /37/, is much stronger than in the spec- 

trophotometric data. This can be understood -at least partially- if the 

mean free path is very short, and the dotted curves referringto R = 0.5 

nm agree rather well with the measurements. It should be noted that the 

computed wavelength of the parallel band absorption is insensitive to 

the parameters of our theoretical model. 

Ultrafine particles of chrome and nickel are of particular interest, 

since these are responsible for the spectral selectivity in several ty- 

pes of practical absorber surfaces. Chrome particles /31/ were made by 

evaporation in 2.5 torr of argon and 0.1 torr of air onto infraredtrans- 

parent KBr plates. Transmittance data are shown in figure 12 for films 



with six different values of W/A. The thicker deposits have the desired 

optical properties with high absorptance over the solar spectrum and 

high transmittance in the thermal range. The absorption band at 16 < h 

5 19 pm is caused by Cr203 pellicles. Computations based on published 
/38, 39/ bulk data for chrome gave results such as those shown in figu- 

re 13 for different kinds of aggregation. Just as for the Au particles, 

best agreement between theory and experiments is observed when linear 

chains of spheres are considered. 

PARTICLES - 
- 

I 8 1 1  ! , , , I  
0 2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 

Wavelength [fim] 

- A 

- 

- 

Experiment - 

---- Independent - 
spheres - 

...... *.. Double spheres: 

Linear chains - 

Fcc.clusters - 

I I 8 i , , . , I  I ,  

0.2 0.5 I 2 5 10 20 
Wavelength [ym] 

Fig.12.- Spectral transmittance 
for gas evaporated chrome films 
with six different values of the 
mass per unit area. 

Fig.13.- Spectral transmittance 
for a film consisting of gas eva- 
porated chrome particles. Solid 
curve denotes experimental data. 
Dashed and dotted curves represent 
calculations applying to the shown 
kinds of aggregation. 

Nickel particles /32/ were produced by evaporation in 2 torr of argon 

onto KBr substrates. Subsequent heatings for 3 minutes at 400°C gave 

electrical decoupling of the individual grains. Reproducible spectraf 
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transmittance was recorded, as shown by figure 14. 

, 1 1 1  , , I (  

100 - I '  

02 05 1 2 5 10 20 
Wavelength [ym] 

Fig.14.- Spectral transmittance 
for gas evaporated nickel films 
with five different values of the 
mass per unit area. 

The strong minima at 20 < < 25 pm are caused by NiO. Heat treatments 
up to 600°C affected the spectra only marginally, which is seen from 
figure 15. Gas evaporated chrome particles, on the other hand, deterio- 

rate already at 300°C. This implies that surfaces with Ni grains are 

inherently more stable against thermal degradation than those based on 

Cr grains. The optical data can be quantitatively explained in exactly 

the same way as already discussed for Au, Al, and Cr particles. 

Fig.15.- Spectral transmittance 
0 for a gas evaporated nickel film 

0 2  0.5 2 5 10 20 after annealing for more than 20 h 
Wavelength [,urn] at the shown temperatures. 

Summarizing, gas evaporated metal particles can exhibit a spectral se- 

lectivity which make them well suited for efficient photothermal conver- 

sion of solar energy. The optical data can be quantitatively understood 

from the Maxwell Garnett theory provided that the aggregated nature of 



the specimens is accounted for properly. The lack of mechanical stabi- 

lity puts severe restrictions on practical use, though. 

5. Codeposited films.- The lack of sufficient ruggedness, which charac- 

terizes the gas evaporated films, can be avoided by simultaneous depo- 

sition of metal and insulator onto substrates. Fine metallic particles 

form in'an insulating matrix if the volume fraction of metal is suffi- 

ciently small and if the constituents have no mutual solubility. Short 

range diffusion of the condensed atoms is a prerequisite, which may de- 

mand elevated substrate temperatures. In this type of coatings the me- 

tal grains are stabilized by the surrounding matrix, and also heat con- 

duction across the film is easier than for gas evaporated specimens. 

The main disadvantage lies in the complex fabrication technique, which 

is not readily applicable to very large areas. Below we discuss coeva- 

porated Co-A1203 /40/ cermets and cosputtered Au-MgO /41- 43/ and Cr- 

Cr203 /44/ cermets. 

We prepared Co-A1203 films by dual beam evaporation from two electron 

guns in a diffusion pumped vacuum system. The composition was determi- 

ned rate control with programmable quartz crystal oscillators to 

regulate the gun power. Figure 16 depicts a typical transmission elec- 

tron micrograph for a cermet containing approximately 20 vol. % Co. 

Well separated rounded particles are found. Similar micrographs have 

been published for coevaporated Ni-A1203 films by Craighead and Buhrman 

/4/. Our films were deposited onto transparent substrates as well as 

onto glass plates coveredwithopa~silver layers. Spectral reflectance 

for cermet films with different metal contents on Ag backings are shown 

in figure 17. Film thicknesses lie in the range 55 to 68 nrn. The data 

exhibit a spectral selectivity which becomes more pronounced for the 

higher metal concentrations. Recently we have determined optical cons- 

tants for Co-A1 0 cermets by a novel technique /45/ which combines 
2 3 

transmittance data for films on transparent substrates with reflectance 

data for identical films backed by metal. These results, which will be 

presented elsewhere /40/, permit a more detailed comparison with theo- 

ries than experimental recordings of either spectral transmittance or 

spectral reflectance. 

Cermets consisting of cosputtered Au-MgO have been studied by Fan and 

Zavracky /41/ and also by Gittleman et al. /42/. They found that such 

films, deposited onto molybdenium-coated stainless steel, could display 

a solar absorptance exceeding 0.9 and a thermal emittance around 0.1. 

These observations, together with the reported stability up to 400°C, 

make these gold cermets very interesting for photothermal conversion of 

solar energy. The solid curves and the filled circles in figure 18 re- 

present experimental results for the dielectric permeability ; E "+iF 
2 
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of MgO + 25 vol. % Au. 

Co - AI,O, cermet 

Fig.16.- Transmission electron micrograph for a coevaporated Co- 
A1203 cermet film. 

These data are compared /43/  with computations employing the Maxwell 

Garnett theory as well as the Bruggeman theory ; both formalisms are 

considered since the microstructure of the cermets is not known. The 

variously dashed and dotted graphs pertain to different mean free paths 

of the conduction electrons. The curves for = 0.5 nm show a remarka- 
bly good agreement with the measurements when the Bruggeman theory is 

used, whereas none of the theoretical curves display such corresponden- 

ce for the Maxwell Garnett theory. A short mean free path is indeed ex- 



pected for codeposited films, since the metallic particles are likely 

to contain large amounts of defects. We take the results of figure 18 

as evidence that the microstructure of Au-MgO cermets is such that the 

Bruggeman theory is valid. This conclusion is supported by recent work 

reported by Buhrman and Craighead /46/. 

, , I  $ 1  ~ , t , , , , l , , , , , , , , , , l ,  

100 - 

- 
- 

- 

- - 34 - Fig.17.- Spectral reflectance for 
-.-.- 43 - ~~evaporated Co-A1203 cermetfilms 

-on Ag. Data are shown for four 
:different volume fractions of Co. 
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MAXWELL G A R N m  THEORY 

BRUGGEMAN THEORY 
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Fig.18.- Solid curves and filled circles 
denote experimental data for cosputtered 
Au-MgO cermets as obtained from referen- 
ces /41, 42/. Dashed and dotted curves 
represent calculations based on the Max- 
well Garnett and Bruggeman effective rne- 
dium theories with three different va- 
lues of the electron mean free path (bnFP 
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However, other cermets, such as coevaporated Ni-A1 0 /4/ and cosputte- 2 3 
red W-MgO /42/, follow predictions from the Maxwell Garnett theory accu- 

rately, so for these cases it appears that the microstructure can be 

described as particles in a continuous host. 

Another very interesting cermet is cosputtered Cr-Cr203, which has been 

investigated by Fan /44/. Figure 19 shows experimental data for real 

and imaginary parts of the dielectric permeability for cermets with 

three different amounts of Cr. These results are compared with computa- 

tions based on the two effective medium theories. 

--------- MG theory Z 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Br theory 

- Experiment 

0.5 1 2 5 0.2 0.5 1 2 
Wavelength [urn] 

Fig.19.- Solid curves show expe- 
rimental data for cosputtered 
Cr-Cr 0 cermets as obtained from 
refergnze 44. Dashed and dotted 
curves represent calculations 
based on the Maxwell Garnett and 
Bruggeman effective medium theo- 
ries. 

The correspondence between theory and experiments is rather unsatisfac- 

tory. The systematic discrepancy for f = 0.11, where the measured data 

lie below the computed curves for both theories, might be blamed on an 

inaccuracy in the determination of metal content, but such an explana- 

tion is certainly insufficient for the other specimens. Looking at the 



data for E2, it appears that the experimental curves lie in between the 

predictions from the two theories. It is worth noticing that Fan /44/ 

concluded from a comparison with the Maxwell Garnett theory, that "up 

to 30 vol. % the measured and predicted values match quite well". We 

feel that this statement is misleading. It is apparently based on the 

fact that Fan made his comparison at h = 2 um only. At this particular 

wavelength the Maxwell Garnett theory is indeed in quite good agreement 

with the recorded El and E 2  values, but the correspondence is far less 
convincing for other wavelengths. This points at the important factthat 

comparisons wiiih theory should not be restricted to just a few wave- 

lengths but should be extended over as wide an interval as possible. 

The theoretical understanding of the codeposited cermets is thus some- 

what fragmentary. It seems that the microstructure topology plays a 

crucial role, which calls for careful sample analysis. Further compli- 

cation occurs as a result of the great impurity of the constituent ma- 

terials and the irregular grain shapes. 

6. Electrodeposited films.- Electrodeposited black chrome is presently 

the most widely used coating for practical absorber surfaces. The solid 

curves in figure 20 show spectral reflectance from three different stu- 

dies /47 - 49/. 

Fig.20.- Spectral reflectance for 
three films of electrodeposited 
black chrome (Refs. /47,49/) and 
one film of cosputtered Cr-Cr203 
(Ref. /44/). 

The good spectral selectivity, together with the good durability, moti- 

vates the widespread use. The microstructure of this type of coatings 

has only recently become firmly established as a result of electron mi- 

croscopy /50-53/, which has proved that a granular configuration with 

metallic. Cr particles embedded in insulating Cr203 is appropriate. This 
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structure is sketched in the inset of figure 20. It is therefore meaning- 

ful to compare the results for electrodeposited coatings with those 

for codeposited cermets. The dotted curve in figure 20 refers to the 

work by Fan and Spura /44/ ; it is found to be in good agreement with 

the solid curves. 
Model calculations pertaining to the Cr-Cr203 structure has been pre- 

sented in severalpapers/18, 44, 52 - 55/. These yield a spectral selec- 
tivity which resembles the measured one. However, a final comparison of 

theory and experiments can be performed only when the characterization 

of the electrodeposited coatings has advanced considerably beyond its 

present level. 

7. Coloured anodic aluminium oxide films.- Anodic A1203 films can be 

coloured by several techniques /56/. The coatings are porous, which 

means that a conventional dyestuff pigment can be used. More lightfast 

colours can be obtained by electrolytic colouration, in which metallic 

particles are precipitated inside the pores /57,  60/. Metallic alumi- 

nium grains can be occluded in the oxide matrix by anodizing in special 

mixed acid electrolytes /33, 34/ ; this technique is known as integral 

colouration. Finally, colouration can be obtained also by anodization 

of A1-Si alloys. It is evident that several of the above types of coa- 

tings have the cermet structure. Below we discuss Ni pigmented A1203 

produced by electrolytic colouration /7/ together with some results for 

integrally coloured films /61/. 

Porous A1203 films were produced by dc-anodization of 99.5 % pure alu- 

minium in dilute phosphoric acid. These translucent coatings were then 

blackened by ac electrolysis in a bath containing NiS04. The technique 

is known /57- 60/ to yield metal precipitates inside the pores. The me- 

tal content could be varied by using different process parameters. The 

durability against excessive heating, humidity, and accelerated aging 

gave very satisfactory results /7/, indicating that Ni pigmented anodic 

Al2O3 films are sufficiently stable for use in practical photothermal 

converters of solar energy. 

The coatings were analysed by several techniques. Scanning electron mi- 

croscopy on fractured coatings, as seen from figure 21, showed inhomo- 

geneous films with typical thicknesses of 0.7 urn. Auger electron spec- 
troscopy combined with depth profiling by sputtering was used to analy- 

se the cross-sectional composition of the films. Figure 22 proves that 

the nickel particles are confined to a layer near to the aluminium in- 

terface. A quantitative measure of the amount of Ni was obtained from 

atomic absorption analysis on dissolved coatings. Typical values lay 



in the range 0.5 < y < 1 g Ni per m2 anodized sheet. Our experimental 
characterization permits us to formulate the structural model shown in 

figure 23. The A1 base metal is covered with a barrier layer of compact 

A1203 (denoted by 4), whose thickness /56/  is about 1 nm/V applied vol- 

tage during the anodization. This barrier is coated with 0.7 pm of po- 

rous A1203. Its lowest portion (denoted by 3) is impregnated by metal- 

lic Ni. Typically, the Ni concentration is 0.23. The topmost layers 

consist solely of porous A1203 ; a division into two is motivated by an 

expected widening of the pores towards their openings. The table in the 

right hand part of figure 23 shows values of thickness t and expected 

surface roughness §t for the layers comprising a coating with y = 0.62 

g/m2. The table also contains some dielectric constants. 

Fig.21.- Scanning electron micrograph of a fractured Ni pigmented ano- 
dic A1203 film. 
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Fig.22.- Auger depth profiling data 
for a Ni pigmented anodic A1 0 coa- 
ting. The depth is proportioga? to a 
sputtering time. 

Fig.23.- Structural model for Ni pigmented anodic A1203 coatings. 

Spectral reflectance data are shown in the main part of figure 24 for 

four anodic oxide coatings with different amounts of Ni pigment. 

Fig.24.- Hemispherical spectral re- 
flectance of Ni pigmented anodic 
A1203 coatings containing different 
amounts of Ni. 



The wavelength corresponding to 50 % reflectance, Act is found to lie 
in the interval 4 < X < 6 um. Enhanced Ni content shifts Ac towards 

C 
longer wavelengths, as developed in the inset figure. Solar absorptance, 

a, and thermal emittance, e(T), were evaluated by integrating the mea- 

sured spectral reflectance curves over the solar spectrum AM2 and the 

Planck spectrum for T = 65OC. Results are given in table IV. 

Table 1V.- Data for Ni pigmented anodic A1203 coatings. 

The optical properties of the Ni pigmented layer in the structural mo- 

del were computed by use of the Maxwell Garnett and Bruggeman theories. 

Both formalisms were used since the microstructure topology is notknown. 

These data were then used in a matrix formulation /62/ of Fresnel's 

equations to compute the reflectance of the four-layer stack. The opti- 

cal constants of Ni were taken from the literature /39, 63, 64/. The 

significance of the individual layers in the structural model is deve- 

loped in figure 25. The reflectance of the bare A1 surface is seen to 

exceed 85 % irrespective of wavelength. Application of the pigmented 

layer taken to contain spherical grains (layer 3) is seen to yield a 

selectivity which resembles the measured one provided that the Brugge- 

man effective medium theory is used, whereas the Maxwell Garnett theory 

is unable to give such agreement. Inclusion of the other layers, as seen 

from the solid curves, gives lowered reflectance at 1 < 3 w and also 
introduces clear interference effects. These multiple peaks are to some 

extent artificial, though, since they require completely smooth surfa- 

ces, while real surfaces certainly exhibit irregularities. Assuming that 

the thickness variations are significant only over distances which are 

large compared with X, and that every area element in the ith film has 

equal probability of lying anywhere in the interval ti * 6ti/2, is sim- 
ple to include surface roughness in the computations. Figure 26 proves 

that with reasonable values of 6t2 and 6t3 only the main features of 

the interference peaks remain, which is in agreement with the experimen- 

tal data. 

The role of non-spherical particle shapes was investigated in a series 

of computations. The Ni particles were taken to be spheroidal with sym- 
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metry axis perpendicular to the film surface. 

This geometry makes it possible to characterize the shapes by one uni- 

- - ----- 3 
80 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2.3 (b) - 
- 1 + 2 * 3 * 4  - - - -. -. pure Al /I 

& - : I - 
8 60 

- I - 
exp. 

C - I I 
C - : I  - 

0) - - 

que depolarization factor L. Figure 27 shows that for L < 1/3 (oblate 

840 - 
K - 

- - 
Bruggeman - 

- 
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- 

I , - 

spheroids) Xc is shifted towards longer wavelengths, whereas for 1 > V3 

Fig. 25. - Computed and measured 
spectral reflectance for a Ni 
pigmented anodic Al2O3 film with 
y = 0.62 g/m2. The numbers refer 
to the layers of the structural 

(prolate spheroids) Ac moves towards shorter wavelengths. In no case 

a2 0.5 1 2  5 10 20 model (cf. Fig. 23) . 
Wavelength [ ~ m ]  

can a reasonable particle shape produce agreement between experiments 

and computations based on the Maxwell Garnett theory. It is clear from 

the data in figure 27 that a moderate elongation of the Ni particles in 

the direction of the pores improves the correspondence with experiments, 

provided that the Bruggeman theory is employed. Such an elongation is 

understandable from the structure of the anodized sheets and is also 

supported by electron microscopic evidence /58/. A final comparison of 

theory and experiments is given by figure 28, where the inset shows kc 
versus ratio between major and minor axes of prolate spheroidal parti- 

cles. A value of a/c 2 1.24 yields agreement to within % 10 % over the 



entire wavelength range, as seen from the main part of figure 28, where 

the Bruggeman theory was used. 

I ' Maxwell 
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1 3 , ,B;,u;ema; theory ,I 
Fig.26.- Computed and measured 

,-, . .- spectral reflectance for a Ni 
,- ,J '\ ' , v..; .a 

/..y,...'\a' pigmented anodic A1203 film with 
y = 0.62 g/m2. Results are shown 

0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 for different irregularities of 
Wavelength Ivml layers 2 and 3. 

It is of interest to study also integrally coloured anodic A1203 films 

which are known to be very lightfast and abrasion resistant /56/. They 

can be produced by anodizing in mixed acid electrolytes consisting of 

an organic acid, such as sulphosalicylic- or sulphophtalic acid, to 

which a small amount of sulphuric acid is added. It was shown by Nefers 

et al. /33, 34/ that such films are comprised of a dilute mixture of 

A1 and A1203. A similar structure can be produced also by immersion of 

A1 sheet in dilute aqueous alkaline solutions containing silicate and 

borate salts and supersaturated with dissolved aluminium /35/. 

Such coatings have been produced for selective absorption of solar ener- 

gy /65/. The filled circles in figure 29 show transmittance data /34/ 

at three wavelengths for this type of A1-A1203 cermets as a function of 
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volume fraction of Al. 

Effective medium calculations encompassina two prescriptions for the 

mean free path are shown by the curves in fiyure 29. Since f is less 

than one percent, the Maxwell Garnett and Bruggeman theories give in- 

distinguishable results. It is seen that yood agreement is found bet- 

ween experiments and computations using the bulk mean free path. 

Summarizing, it is found that effective medium theories can be used to 

reproduce the optical properties of electrolytically and integrally co- 

loured aluminium oxide. Some questions regarding microstructure topolo- 

gy and particle shape remain. 
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Fig.27.- Computed and measured 
spectral reflectance for a Ni 
pigmented anodic A1203 film with 
y = 0.62 g/m2. Results are shown 
for particles described by diffe- 
rent depolarization factors. 
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Fig.28.- Solid curve shows mea- 
sured spectral reflectance for 
a Ni pigmented anodic A1203 film 
with y = 0.62 g/m2. Dashed curve 
denotes computations using the 
Bruggeman theory for prolate 
spheroidal particles. 

Fig.29.- Filled circles show measu- 
red transmittance for different wa- 
velengths as reproduced from refe- 
rence /34/. Curves denote effective 
medium calculations for two values 
of the electron mean free path (MFP). 
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8. Summary and remarks.- In this paper we have discussed several types 

of cermets. These materials are inhomogeneous and fine-grained, which 

makes it appropriate to treat their optical properties in terms of sui- 

tably averaged dielectric permeabilities. Two different averaging tech- 

niques must be employed depending on microstructure topology. The Max- 

well Garnett theory is valid for particles embedded in a continuous 

host, whereas the Bruggeman theory holds for a random mixture of metal- 

lic and insulating spheres. These basic formulations can be derived by 

considering the scattering off properly defined random unit cells. Nei- 

ther theory is limited to very small concentrations. By an intuitive 

reasoning, the formulations can be extended to encompass size dependent 

electron scattering, shape and orientation effects, and the role of cer- 

tain types of local aggregations. 

The theories are applied to several types of cermets. The optical trans- 

mittance through discontinuous films, being two-dimensional arrays of 

discrete islands, can be described by the Maxwell Garnett approach, if 

a thickness parameter is associated with the mean island - island sepa- 
ration. Gas evaporated coatings can also be understood from the Maxwell 

Garnett formalism, provided that the effect of local aggregates of par- 

ticles is included semi-quantitatively. None of these cermets make prac- 

tical absorbers -the single-layer discontinuous film has too low solar 

absorptance and the gas evaporated specimens are not mechanically sta- 

ble. However, both are useful as models simulating thebehaviourof more 

complex systems. 

Codeposited films, prepared by evaporation or sputtering, can have mi- 

crostructures such that either the Maxwell Garnett or the Bruggeman 

approaches are appropriate. It is likely that intermediate cases exist 

too. The theoretical understanding of these cermets is generally limi- 

ted by a lack of proper sample characterization. Some electrodeposited 

layers may also be discussed in terms of effective medium theories, but 

for these the absence of detailed characterization is even more severe. 

In the last part of the paper we discussed colouredanodic aluminium 

oxide films. These materials have only rarely been considered together 

with other types of thin film cermets. However the metal pigmented ano- 

dic oxides have definitely cermet nature and their optical properties 

can be understood in some detail from effective medium theories.Fuxther- 

more, their excellent durability and the established industrial fabri- 

cation techniques make their optical and radiative properties worthy of 

more interest. Finally, it should be stressed that the above selection 

of cermets is by no means complete, but coatings made by chemicalvanour 

deposition, ion implantation, and many more techniques, could have been 

added. 
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